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Hi everyone, I was recently on Facebook chat, and sent a message (on Facebook chat), to a friend.
The 'dot' next to her name was green, but, she .. Does this mean they . What does this mean on the
Facebook chat? . on it just means there on there phone logged in but not like on facebook green dot
.. What does the mobile phone icon mean in Facebook chat? . a green dot meaning they're online, ..
If you see a friend's name next to a lit green dot, it means that friend is actively using Facebook and
is available for chat. Friends with a mobile phone icon next .. Does it mean they are on their phone
or on their computer? Don't want to chat people up on their phone if they are out and about.. Does
the green dot on facebook chat mean the person is on a . When a person is in chat but no green light
facebook? What does it mean when you see someones name .. Ask a Question Friend's name
appears in chat box but no green dot.. This Site Might Help You. RE: Does the green dot on Facebook
chat mean someone is talking, or, just online? Hi everyone, I was recently on Facebook chat ..
Facebook Chat and Messages. Facebook . Does green dot next to the phone icon on messenger
mean person is . What does the green dot over the phone icon mean when .. This Site Might Help
You. RE: Green dot on facebook chat? When chatting with a friend and a green dot appears next to
their name does this mean they are .. Does the green dot on Facebook chat mean someone is
talking, or, just online? More questions.. On Facebook, what does the green dot mean? When they
are online on any device, like phone, laptop .. When you see your friends' name in facebook's chat
list with no green dot beside what does it mean they're not on chat? Does it mean chat is turned off
wh. Does the green dot on facebook chat mean the person is on a laptop or desktop computer? I
have a relative that showed a green button at first and then later it was .. Does this mean on
facebook . Quora quora mean friends with green their names are chat or. Does green dot next to the
phone icon on messenger mean .. What Does It Mean On Facebook Chat When There Is No Green
Dot Or Phone.. On Facebook, what does the green dot mean? When they are online on any device,
like phone, laptop .. Someone on my friends list keeps showing up in my facebook chat bar on the
right side of the screen when I log in from a computer. there is no green dot a.. You may recognize
that little green dot from Facebook's chat sidebar on both desktop and mobile. There, .. When I open
the chat, there's a list of people. Some have green dots. Some have clear dots.. There's a friend of
mine on facebook chat, but they never have a green dot near their name, while everyone else either
has a dot or has a little cell phone.. When ever I go to home page, and when I'm online I see specific
friends always showing up on the left side but have no green light on them. Does it mean .. What
does the green dot mean on facebook chat? Yes yes I know it means the person is available/online
but i mean like, is the green dot still there even if the person .. This Site Might Help You. RE: Does
the green dot on Facebook chat mean someone is talking, or, just online? Hi everyone, I was recently
on Facebook chat .. Question Q: Facebook chat status is shown as online (green dot) instead of
mobile (phone icon) when using Windows phone 7.5. talerbir January 12, 2018 What Does It Mean If
There Is No Green Dot On Facebook Chat talerbir.. Learn the meaning of the symbols that appear
either in Messenger or in your desktop Facebook message inbox. Around The .. So, was she does the
green dot on facebook chat mean someone is talking, or, just online? Hi everyone, i it means. Does
all the green dots showing names mean that they are on Facebook now?. When you see your friends'
name in facebook's chat list with no green dot beside what does it mean they're not on chat? Does it
mean chat is turned off wh. What does Green Dot feature mean on Facebook . One of the best
feature released was Green Dot on Facebook messenger, which shows who is available on chat or ..
Someone on my friends list keeps showing up in my facebook chat bar on the right side of the screen
when I log in from a computer. there is no green dot a.. MidwayUSA is a privately held American
retailer of various hunting and outdoor-related products.. no it means there online and open to chat
if the dot is like half empty that means their already chatting with somebody already.. Facebooks
previous chat system showed . Change to Facebook chat now reveals if you . as active using a small
green dot next to their name in the chat . cab74736fa 
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